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1. I~T~~~DUCTION 
Let R be a commutative semiprime ring with unity. The complete ring 
of quotients of li is a self-injective regular ring Q. Let X denote the spectrum 
of Q, i.c. the space of prime (= maximal) id& of Q with the hull-kernel 
topology. X is compact, I-IausdorfI, and cxtremally disconnected and Q may 
bc identified with the ring of global sections of a sheaf of fields over X. (For 
a detailed discussion see [7].) 
If 4 EQ we use the same lcttcr to denote 4 regarded as a section over X. 
For psychological reasons, when x E X is regarded as a maximal ideai of Q 
we will u-rite MO: for x. Thus if x E X and q E Q, then 2(.x) is the value of q 
at x; q(x) = 4 I- Mz: E Qc;“lMz . Q::%fz is the stalk of the sheaf at x. The support, 
S(q), of 9 is the set (x E X : y(x) f 0) : (x s X : Q 6 il/i,r>. 
Let X’ denote the space of minimal prime ideals of R. (Kotc: Our definition 
of minimal prime is such that (0) is the only minimal prime if R is an integral 
domain.) ‘l’hc space X’ is Hausdorff and has a basis of clopen (closed and open) 
sets. (See [3].) 
In this paper we consider the following conditions on R: 
(1) Q is flat as an R-module. 
(2) X’ is compact. 
(3) M, n R c X’, for each s E X. 
(4) If a E R there exists a finitciy generated ideal 1 in .R such that 
X~,S(a) = S(I) = u (S(h) : h E I]. 
In this paper we establish the equiralcnce of conditions (l)-(4). The implica- 
tion (2) ::- (4) is due to Henrikscn and Jcrison, and the reverse implication 
answers a question raised by them in ([3]: p. 121). 
Our proofs involve the consideration of a certain compact subspace Y of 
the spectrum of R, Y = {A!f:,f n R : x E X}. This space seems to hold some 
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interest in its own right. We have Y == X’ if and only if conditions (l)-(4) 
arc valid. 
In 94 WC s’how that every commutative semiprime ring has a regular hull, 
a unique minimal regular ring of quotients 0’. The map Spec Q’ -+ Spec A 
induced by the inclusion map R -+ &’ is a continuous one-to-one map of 
Spec Q’ onto Y, and is a homeomorphism if and only if conditiorLs (i)-(4) 
are satisfied by R. 
2 
We begin with a discussion of the space Y. ‘l’he injection map of R &to Q 
induces a continuous map of X== Spec 2 into Spec R, the map A/I,-+ AT,, n R, 
MT E Spcc Q. L’ is the image in Spec K of this map. Since Spcc Q is compact, 
Y is also compact. 
‘I’he space Y can bc described in a di&rent way. For a subset K of R let 
K1- denote the annihilator of K in R. If K - (a} is a singleton then we write 
uL for Kj-. A- is called an annihiiator idea!. The set 33 of all annihilator ideais 
is a Boolean algebra id]. If 1, J E 3.$ then I A -/ z2 1 n J, 1 v j ..-x (j- .;- p, 
and the complement of I is I’. The annihilator ideals are just the closed 
ideals. IIencc !fi is isomorphic to the Bookan algebra 3’ of principai ideais 
of 2. The map f + I n 12 is an isomorphism of 3’ onto 3. (See [2]: 1~. 70). 
The maximal (Boolean algebraj ideals of 33 form a topological space. If R 
is a maximal idoal in 3 then II; = C (I : IT E K} is a maximai (ring) idcal 
in Q and tbc map R --+ 1< is a homeomorphism of the space of maximal 
ideals of 33 onto X :I’- SpecQ. 
Kow let K be a maximal ideal in 33, and 
P.aorosITIos 2.1. [f a E R then a E I< if and only if xi ,$ A’. 
Proof. If LZ E R then a E I for some I E K. ‘Then T” C a-‘-. Si.ncc I E K, 
IL qk I<; hence n” $ K. Conversely, if a $ x then a--- $ K, hence zL !- g K. 
Thedore u’ E K. ‘rhe proof is complete. 
Let K’ be a maximal ideal of 3’ and K the corresponding maximal ideal 
Of .%. ?'heJl 
ic -U(/:I’EK):~V{T’~R:~‘EI(‘} 
-.-. 
= up’ : JI E K’} n R = K’ n R. 
Since Spec 0 :-: {7? : .K’ is a maximal ideal of 33’1, we conclude that 
Y = (ic” : R is a maximal ideal of 3315). 
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PROPOSSJ'ION 2.2. For each prime ideal P of R there exists P’ E Y such 
that P’ C P. In particular, Y contains the set of miGma1 primes of R. 
Proof. .4s noted before, Q nay be identified with the ring of all global 
sections of a sheaf of fields over X. Hence R may be identified with a subring 
of the ring of sections. If x0 E X and MT0 n R g P, there exists T E R such 
that T $1’ and T(CC”) = 0. Then there is a clopen subset L/’ of X such that 
,q, E z/’ and such that r(x) =: 0 for all x: E F. 
Sow assume Mz n R $ P, all N E X. By the partition property of the 
Boolean space X there exists a finite, pairwise disjoint, collection (UJ~=i of 
clopen subsets of X which covers X, and a sequence {ri}E1 of elements of R 
such that Y( $ P and Ye = 0 for all x E Vi , I < i < n. Let t = J& r, . 
Then y 6 I’, but r(x) = 0 for all x E X, a contradiction. Hence M, n R C P, 
for some x E X. Since IV% n R E Y, the Lemma follows. 
If .1c E X, then Rj(Mz n R) is a subring of the field Q,/M~ . Hence the 
sheaf of fields over X gives rise to a subsheaf 3 of integral domains over X 
and R is a ring of global sections of the sheaf R. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let S be the ring of all global sections qf 3. Then S is 
generated as a ring by R and the characteristic functions of the clopen subsets of X. 
Pro?f. Let s E S. If 3~‘~ E X, then s(.q,) = Y + (MzU CJ R), some Y E R. 
Hence there exists a clopen subset I/’ of X such that x0 E I/ and s(x) = 
r + (Mz n R), all x E U. By the partition property of X there exists a finite, 
pairwisc disjoint, collection (Ci}i)L1 of clopen subsets of X which covers X, 
and a sequence (ri}Fz, of elements of R, such that s(x) = ri + (ME n R) 
for all x E Ui , 1 5:: % < n. Let e, be the characteristic function of CT, , 
q(x) = 1, if x E l’:;. and q(x) = 0, if IV 6 Ci . Then s = xy=, riel: . The 
Theorem is proved. 
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We now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a commutative semiprime ring, Q the complete ring 
of quotients of R, X --- Spcc Q, and X’ the space of minimal prime ideals of R. 
The following are equiwlent : 
(1) Q isjat as an R-module. 
(2) X’ is compact. 
(3) Mx n R E X’, each x E X. 
(4) If a E R and U == {x E X: a $ ME n R), then there exists a jinitely 
generated ideal I of Ii such that X\U = {x E X : I g A!Iz n R}. 
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Proof. The implication (2) z- (4) can be obtained from ([3]: proof of 3.5); 
however, our proof is obtained in a different way, and for completeness we 
give the entire proof. W‘e prove (1) -c> (4), (2) -3 (3), and (3) -+ (4). 
(1) a (4). Assume (1) and let a E Ii. The map ,O @JR ali ---*Q is manic. 
Let U = S(a) be the support of a in X. C,’ is a clopen subset of X. Let c c Q 
be the characteristic function of X\U. Then ea :.1:.: 0 implies e 3 a .=== 0. 
Hence, by ([I]: p. 41) there exist elements (qj)yC1 in Q and (rJy.=,* in R such 
that 7;~ == 0, 1 ::zj :< 71, and e = 27 1 qjY3 . Then S(r,j C Xi,,l,‘U If I = 
c:=l yje we have S(e) C [Jycl S(yj) =: S(I) C X’,G =-- S(e). Thercfori: 
X’>,li --:: S(Z). 
(4) --;’ (1). Assume (4). We need to show that the map Q 3JR I + 8 
is monk for each finit+- generated ideal I. Suppose not, and let I he such 
that the map Q gR I - Q is not monk, and I is minimally generated with 
this property. Assume I = xy 1 a$?, where {u,jy=_, is a minimal set of 
generators. Let C’y:=, qj 0 aj f 0 with xF=, qjuj = 0. I, @ijR i is a Q-module 
and can be identified with the global sections of a sheaf of modules over X. 
(See [73). Suppose x 5 S(~~=, qj $?j a?). .If x E s(I), say N 5 S(ad, then 
x E S(n, XT-i qj $$ Uj). kt 
This is absurd. Therefore x 6 S(I). Let K’ be the maximal ideal of the 
IBoolean algebra 3’ such that 17’ = Mz . Let R be the maximal ideal of $5 
corresponding to K’. Then :M, n R = K --= IJ (,I : J E K). Since x C$ S(u& 
(4) implies that there exists b E R such that x E S(h) and S(B) n f;(n,) -= + 
Then x E S(b CL1 qj @ ui). Rut 
n-1 
= zl clib 0 aj ' 
Let .I; -=: C'i.'<t ajR. S' mce Cylt qjb @ aj f 0 but xyri qjba, = h C’Fcl q+~j = 
0, the map Q @I r, --t 0 is not rnonic. This contradict,s the assumption that I 
is minimally generated. (%ote that if n = 1 we arrive at essentially the same 
contradiction: x: E S[b(ql 13 a,)], but b(q, @J a,) == 0, an absurdity.) 
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(2) z- (3). Assume (3) is not true. Then there exists M,, E Spcc Q such 
that A& n K is not a minimal prime ideal of R. Let 
and Ca = {x E X : llY,z n R is a minimal prime ideal}. If E’s is a minimal 
prime of R then A&, n R Q Pa; hence them exists 6 E MO n R, b $ l-‘, . 
Thus 1’s E V-(h) = {P E X’ : b $ P}, and V(b) is an open subset of X’. 
X’ = u {V(b) : b E M, n R}. Suppose X’ is compact; WC wish to obtain a 
contradiction. There exist b, ,..., b, E Ma n Ii such that X’ = uy=,, V(bi). 
If x E lY* then thcrc exists some i, 1 < z’ < n, such that bi 6 ME , since 
A&z n REX’. Thus iI& E S(bi). Let I = XI..,, b,R. WC hme S(I) 1 Lrz , 
and S(I) n r/; = 4. S(I) is a proper clopcn subset of X. Let 
J = (p E() t S(q) c X’,S(I)]. 
J is a nonzcro ideal of Q and so J n R f- (0). Let c E J n R, c # 0. Then 
S(c) C X\,S(I) implies c E Icfz for all x E S(I). Then c E fi {Mz : x E Ua}. 
B!; Proposition 2.2, c E 1‘1 (P : YE X’}. Since R is scmiprimc, c =: 0, a 
contradiction. 
(3) 3 (2). Proposition 2.2 and (3) imply that X’ = (Mz n R : x E X}. 
Then X’ is a continuous image of the compact space X, and hence is compact. 
(3) Z+ (4). Let I/ = S(a), n E R. Let zc E X\U. If y E S(a), there exists 
b, E R such that x E ,s‘(b,), y $ S(b,). (F or assume that for all b E A, y $ S(b) 
implies x $ S(b). Then b E MU implies b E Mx. Thus MY, n R _C :Wd n R, 
whence, by (3), Mg n A = ML n R. But y E S(a), s + S(a) implies a E M% , 
a q! M, , a contradiction.) {x\S(b,) : y E S(a)} I S(a). S(a) is clopcn, hence 
compact; so thcrc exist b, ,..., b, such that a- E S(b,), I < i < N, and 
0; l (X’!S(b,)) 3 S(a). J .e c, = rri”;, b, . Then S(c.J := nT=,. S(bi). t 
xqc,) = x\ f) S(bi) = ij X\S(b,) 2 S(a). 
i-1 +I 
Thus S(c,J n S(a) = 4. We have shown that for each 2c E X\U vve have 
c, E R such that x E S(c,) C X\c. X:,U = u (S(C~) : x E X\ V}. Since X\U 
is compact, there exist cr ,..., c,~,, such that X\u = (Jy=, S(cj). Thus if 
I = C’;:, c,R, S(I) = X\U. 
(4) 3 (3). Suppose Mz n R is not minimal prime for some x E X. 
Then there exists y E X such that MT, n R C Mz n R. Let a E Mcc n R, 
a $ ;v/, n R. Then y E S(Q) but s $ S(a). Bv (4), X’S(n) = S(I) for some 
finitely generated ideal I of R. Let 6 E I such that x E S(b). Then y C$ S(b). 
Hence h E MU n R, b $ Mz n R, a contradiction. The proof of the Theorem 
is complctc. 
We remark that in the proof of the above Theorem it. is not ncccssary that S, 
be the complete ring of quotients of R. We only need that Q is a regular ring 
extension of A which as R-module is an essential extension, i.c. a regular 
subring of the complete ring of quotients which contains R. Since condition 
(2) of ‘l‘heorcm 3.1 is internal to the ring R it fol!ows that if R has any flat 
regular quotient ring then every regular quotient ring is flat. 
In [a] Sandomierski showed that if Q is flat as an R-module then every 
finitely generated flat submodulc of a free R-module is projective; in partic- 
ular every finitciy generated flat idcal of R is projective. Following is an 
example of a ring in which every finitely generated flat ideal is projective 
but for which Q is not flat. 
L?zcarplple. Let F be a field and x and y commutative independent indctcr- 
minatcs over P. Let R be the ring of all scqucnccs a 7: (u~J~..:i with the 
following properties: (1) a, - cF[.r, y], a, EF(x), n > 0; (2) a is eventually 
constant, i.e. there exists a natural number N and an element np cF(x) 
such that a, = n, , all n > N; (3) a, = a, --j-yp(x,yj for somep(x,y) ,~F[x, yj; 
and (4) the constant terms of the polynomials n,n are all equa!, 0 << n < co 
It is easily seen that R is a commutative semiprime ring with unity. 
LEMMA 3.2. The space of minimal prime ideals of R is not compact. 
Proof. For each nonnegative integer 1z let P,, = {n E R : a,, :-.L: 0). Wt: 
show that the space of minimal prime ideals of R is the set (Pn)~..~,, . P, is 
prime because it is the kernel of a homomorphism of R onto F[x,Y] when 
n = 0, and F[x] when IZ > 0. Suppose Q is an ideal and Q C P0 . There 
exists n $Q such that a, = 0. Let b E .R be defined. by: b, -= y, 6, = 0, 
1z 1:. 0. Then b 6 I’,, , hence b 6 Q. But ab = 0. Thus Q is not prime, and P8 
is minimal prime. A similar argument shows that I’,, is minimal prime for 
each n >. 0. Xow suppose 1’ is a prime and P 2 ;P, , for each nonnegative 
integer n. Let ato) E P,, , a”‘) $ I’. Since @’ -:= 0, a!so 0:) = 0. Hence them 
exists a naturai number X such that a, ‘(‘) Z: 0 for n > I\‘. For each JZ, 
1 c< n < X, there exists a’“) E R such that @J E P, , a(‘%) $1). Then ~12’) = 0. 
Hence nzzo atn) = 0, a contradiction to the assumpti.on that 1’ is prime. 
Therefore P 3 P, for some n. It follows that (P,>zCO is the set X’ of minimal 
primes of R. 
Sow dehne e’s) E R by: e:’ = y, ejf’ = 0 if n ;-. 0; and for ca.ch n. > 0 
define e(“) E ]i bv* e,’ n, - ... x, e:) = 0 if m 75 n. For each n let ‘J(dnj) := 
{P E X’ : et”) 6 Pi.’ l&h !,‘(e(n)) is an open subset of X’ and the collection 
{I(e(~))>~=, covers X’. However, no finite subcollection covers X’. Thus X 
is not compact. The Lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.3. If 0 # a E R is such that aR ispat, then a is a regular element 
ofR. 
Proof. The sequence 0 -+ a-; -+ R -b aR -> 0 is exact. If b E a-, b + 0, 
then aR flat implies there exists a module map 4 : R -+ aI such that gS(b) = b. 
(See [Y]: 2.2). Let +( 1) = e E a’. Then for each n such that b, f 0 we must 
have e, = I. This implies that the constant term of the polynomial e,, is 1 
for all n. This is absurd since ea = 0. Hence aL = (0), and a is regular. 
This proves the Lemma. 
h-ow suppose I is a finitely generated flat ideal of R, I # (0). By a result of 
Sandomierski and D. E. Smith ([9] : 3.7), R/P is a flat R-module. Assume 
I = ,& a(j)R. Let T = {n : arr (j) * 0 for some j, 1 <i .< K],. Then T is ,
either finite or the complement of a finite set. In either case there exists a E R 
such that a, f 0 for each n E T and a,, = 0 for each n $ T. Then aI = I” = 
{b E R : b, = 0 for each 1z E T}. Hence R/P E R/al g Ra, and Ra is flat. 
By Lemma 3.3, a is regular and al = 1’ = (0). By a result of W. W. Smith 
[IO], I is projective. Hence we have shown: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. R is a commutative semiprime ring, the space of minimal 
primes is not compact, and every Jinitely generated fiat ideal of R is projective. 
The above argument can be easily altered to show that in fact every 
finitely generated flat submodule of a free R-module is projective, but we 
shall not do this here. 
In [3] Henriksen and Jerison introduced two other conditions on a semi- 
prime commutative ring R. Let -4 denote the set of ideals of R which are 
annihilators of single elements of R; .& = {a’ : a E R}. R is a subset of the 
Boolean algebra 53 of all annihilator ideals of R. The conditions of Henriksen 
and Jerison may be formulated as follows: 
(A) & is a sublattice of 53. 
(B) -4 is a complemented sublattice of 3. 
In [3] it is shown that (B) implies that the space X’ of minimal primes of R 
is compact. Conversely, if X’ is compact and (A) is satisfied then (B) is 
satisfied. The author does not know if (A) (and hence (B)) must hold if X’ 
is compact. The ring R in the example above satisfies (A) but X’ is not 
compact. 
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For each element u in the regular ring Q there exists b E Q such that 
aba :-= a. b is in general not unique. If we set a = bab, then a~ = &zbu = G. 
Moreover S(a) = S(a). It is not hard to see that a is the ~mique lement of Q 
such that a&u = a and S(a) = S(n). A s a section over X, ii is given by: 
S(X) =:-. l/u(x) for x E S’(u), S(x) = 0 for x $ S(u). If a, b EQ then d = ti and -_. 
& = al;. 
‘I’HEOIUZM 4.1. Let Q’ be the intersection of the regular subrings of Q which 
contain R. Then Q’ is a regular subring of Q containing R. If 1’ is any (not 
necessarily commutative) regular ring containing R us u subring and such that T, 
us right R-module, has zero singular submodule, then there is a one-to-one ring 
homomorphism of Q’ into T whose restriction to R is the identity mup. 
Proof. Clearly Q’ is a subring of Q containing R. If a EQ’ then & is 211 
element of every regular subring of Q containing R, since a is. Hence Q’ 
is regular. 
Now let 2’ be any regular ring containing R as a subring. For t E ‘7’ let 
[R : t] ::= (r E R : tr E R}. [R : t] is an ideal in the ring R. Let To == {t E T: [R : t] 
is 2 large ideal of R). We show that To is a regular ring. If f, , t, E 2’” , then 
[R : t, f t2] 2 [R : tJ n [R : tJ. Since the intersection of two large ideais 
is large, t, * t, E T, . To complete the proof we n.ecd the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. If I is u large ideal of R and t E T, then [I : t] is a lurge ideal 
ofR. 
Proof of Lemma. If J is an ideal of R such that [I : t] n J = (0), then 
t] f> I = (0). Because I is large, tJ r\ R = (0). Let a E J ,? [R : t]; then 
tu -= 0. But this implies a G [I : t] n J, a contradiction. The Lemma is 
proved. 
Now let t, , t, E T,, . By the Lemma, [[R : tJ : tn] is large. But 
[A : t,tJ >_ [[A : tJ : t2]. 
Thus t,t, E T,, . Therefore T, is 2 subring of T containing R. If wve regard 
T0 as an R-module under right multiplication T,, becomes an esscntia.1 
extension of R. For suppose t E T,, , t f 0. Since T, rcgardcd 2s right 
R-module, has zero singular submodule, there exists a non-zero right ideal 1’ 
such that [0 : t] n I == (0). Since [R : t] is large, [R : t] 1-i If (0). Heacc 
tR n R f (0). We now prove 
LEMMA 4.3. T, is a commzltutize ring. 
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Proof of Lemma. Let I’ E R, I E 7;. If s E [A : t], then (ir - rt) s = 
trs - rts = tsr - tsr = 0 since R is commutative and ts E R. Therefore 
or --. rt is annihilated by [R : t]; and tr - rt = 0, because T,, has zero 
singular submodule. Hence K is contained in the center of T, . Xow let 
t, , t, E 1’, . If ;Y E [R : tJ then (t$, - t,t,) r == t,t,r - t,t,r = t,rt, -‘.- tlrt, = 
0. So t,t, = t,t, , and T,, is commutative. This proves the Lemma. 
Nom we show that T, is regular. Let 0 f t E r,, and t’ E 1’ such that tt’t = 
t. Again let t = t’tt’. Let t’- = {r E R : tr z-2 O}. Suppose there is a non-zero 
ideal J of R such that [R : i] n J =: (0). Since J n [R : t] f (0) WC may 
assume 1 C [R : t]. If T E t’ then ir = t’*tr = 0 and Y ,z [R : f]. Thus 
%I n J === (0). Now (0) f t2 J C J and. rtaj n H = (0). But it2J = tJ; 
hence t J n R = (0), a contradiction. Thercfore [R : f] is large and t E To . 
Hence Y’,, is regular. 
Now T,, is a quotient ring of R in the sense of ([li] : p. 99). I-Iencc, by 
([o]: p. 99, Prop. 8) there is one-to-one ring homomorphism 4 of T,, to Q 
such that the restriction of 4 to R is the identity map. +(TO) is a regular 
subring of Q containing R, hence containing Q’. Let 4/1 be the restriction of 
4-r to Q2’. Then 4’, is a one-to-one ring homomorphism of Q’ into T, and the 
restriction of # to H is the identity map. This completes the proof of Theorem 
4.1. 
If T is a regular subring of Q containing R then Q is the complete ring of 
quotients of T. Since every prime ideal in T is both maximal and minimal 
it follows that the map SpecQ -+ Spec T induced by the inclusion map 
T + .Q is onto Spec T. Thus 
THEOREM 4.4. Let Q’ be de$ned as in Theorem 4.1. Then the map Spcc Q’ -+ 
Spec R induced by the inclusion map R -+ Q is one-to-one and onto I/: 
Proof. We may regard Q’ as the ring of global sections of a sheaf of fields 
over X0 = SpecQ’. \f:l;e again distinguish notationally between elements of 
Spcc Q’ as elements of the topological space X,, and as maximal ideals in Q’. 
If x E X[, , Mz is the corresponding maximal ideal. 
Kow assume x1 , z~s E X,, , x1 f xf , but MCC, n R == :V%,: n R. Then 
R/&!lzI n R == R,/Mzq n R may be regarded naturally as a subring of each of 
the fields Q,‘,/M1 and Q/Ma . Let Fxi be the field of quotients of R/Mq:i n R 
regarded as a subring of Q’/A& . Thus we have a well-defined isomorphism 
a: ofFzI onto .FCC . If Y E R then ar(xJ : r(x.J. Let T = (q E Q’ : q(q) E Fxi , 
i = 1, 2, and &NJ == (r(xJ>. W e wish to show that T is a regular ring. 
But T is clearly a subring of Q’. Moreover, if t E T and i is the unique element 
of Q’ such that tit =: I and S(i) == s(t), then clearly i E T. Hence T is regular. 
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By definition of Q’, T ‘=: Q’. But this is absurd because if q c Nxl F q 6 :%4~2 , 
then q(xJ := 0 and q(x,) f 0. I-lence aq(xl) f q(xJ. Thus x1 f x2 implies 
M%, n R f MzG, n R. The Theorem is proved. 
if the space of minimal prime ideals of A is not compact, i.e. if Y :# X’, 
then the map of Theorem 4.4 is a continuous one-to-ox map of Spec Q’ 
onto Y, but is not a homeomorphism because SpecQ’ is Hausdorfi while 
E’ is not. 
in [5] Kist has shown that if X’ is compact then there is a sheaf of integral 
domains over X’ such that R is a subring of the ring of global sections. The 
method of construction used by Kist can be extended to construct a sheaf of 
fields over X’ such that the ring T of global sections is a regular quotient 
ring of R and such that T contains no proper regular subrjng containing R. 
Hence 7’ is isomorphic to Q’ under an isomorphism whose restriction to R 
is the identity map. Also it is easy to we that Spec 1’ is homeomorphic to X’ 
and the map given in Theorem 4.4 is a homcomorphism of Spec Q’ onto Y. 
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